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Budget Plans Modified; Stage 3 W ill Stay
A special subcommittee of the
Board of Control has approved Presi
dent Arend Lubbers plan to cut an
other $862,000 from the college's
budget for this year and $1.2 million
from expenditures for 1981-82.
Lubbers' plan modifies slightly an
earlier proposal to do away with the
functions of the
Performing Arts
Center
In a memorandum to the
Grand Valley community Dec. 11,
Lubbers said he would recommend
to the board that Stage Three not
be eliminated and that it be staffed
by two technical positions and four
professors “to assure continuations of
the course offerings in theatre and the
performances that arc scheduled.”
Lubbers also said that United Stage
activities would be continued because
it is supported mostly by grants and
PRESIDENT LUBBERS DISCLOSED new budget recommendation* to
fees.
the press last Friday (photo by John S. Wanat).
The Performing Arts Center will
be eliminated as an administrative
unit as planned.
Lubbers' memorandum also ex
plained the way in which the functions
of the minority affairs office and the
international students advisor's office
said, “I want to make the transition will be continued despite planned
by Susan Collins
as smooth as possible,” adding, “1 elimination of them as administrative
units.
“ It’s obviously quite a shock for think it is going quite successful."
Linda Johnson, Dean of the Career
"One of the things most painful
a person who has worked 12 years at
an institution to begin to contemplate about phasing out the Public Affairs Planning and Counseling Center, will
taking a new direction,'' said "Bruce department is that is has been one of become Director of Minority Affairs
Loessin, Vice-president for Institu the most successful," he said. "It in addition to her normal duties.
“She is authorized to use any of
tional Development. But, he says, he has had an unusually successful track
record one of the best things I've the staff in her office to assist her in
is finding the challenge “stimulating."
The position of Vice-president for experienced in my ten plus years is the management of (minority affairs)
Institutional Development was among watching the quality of people con and its programs," the memo says.
Johnson said Monday that she felt
the budget cuts made in the Adminis tinue to grow.
trative streamlining in the past weeks.
The Vice-president expressed some the new arrangement would be “man
Reflecting on the cut, Loessin said, worries about retaining the high re"It’s difficult to tell what cuts could venues for Grand Valley. “ I think
have been avoided. I think people those who are now in charge must
sometimes think they are the only continue to be diligent or else there
ones to take cuts something has to will be more serious trouble in the
WASHINGTON, D C. (CPS)- Oppon
be cut."
ents of military registration are trying
“ It is not the fault of any one at
continued on page 2
to convince President-elect Reagan
this institution that the auto industry
to reiterate his opposition to the draft
has not been good or that this state is
even before he takes office, in hopes
facing a budget crisis-," Loessin said in
that an announcement would force
an interview Monday.
President Carter to abandon registra
“ I think they acted with good faith
tion before the next phase of die
and reason given the deadlines im
military sign-up begins On January 1.
posed on the college the difficult
Rep. Ronald Paul of Texas, who
process was achieved with sense."
opposed legislation funding registra
“They (President Arend Lubbers
tion last June, has just sent a letter to
and the Board of Control) have
165 congressional colleagues calling
responsibility for this institution.
for Reagan to publicly reaffirm
They have to make the best
his intentions to abolish registra
judgements they can-I have no
tion. Sen. Mark Hatfield (R-Or) adds
alternative but to support them,”
that a Reagan reaffirmation of his oftLoessin remarked.
repeated campaign pledge to end
According to Loessin the transition
registration could prompt President
period is already in process. Units
Carter to cancel or postpone die
which have previously reported to the
January resumption of the procedure.
Institutional Development Division
LOESSIN (photo courtesy of
Beginning Jan. 1 men born in 1962
have already changed over. Loessin
Media Relations)

Loessin Finds N o Fault

ageable” and that eventually one of the planned reorganization of the
her staff members would take over Student Affairs Office is completed.
Lubbers said last week that addi
the duties.
When minority students have com tional reductions in Student Affairs
plaints about services from any unit of would be made early in January.
the college, Johnson said, the students
The Dec. 11 memorandum also
will he asked to put the complaints stated that despite recommendations
in written form. The minority affairs from the Student Senate and some
administrator would then contact the professors, salaries for Grand Valley
specified office and try to resolve employees will not be reduced. Ac
the conflict. If this was unproductive
the administrator would bring the
matter to the attention of top admin
istrators.
Johnson said that her office was
concerned that all offices on campus
The area of specific faculty lay-offs
provide necessary services to all stu
dents.
When complaints indicate which will be rttperienced by each
that exceptions are being made to the college have been announced. How
detriment of minority students, her ever, the deans refuse to release the
names of these individuals until after
office will act.
Another modification of the orig the Board of Control meeting on
inal budget-cutting plan is that the Friday.
Sixteen positions will be cut from
international students’ advisor, Lisa
the
College of Arts and Science. These
DuBois, will be retained at least until
will include one position in the music
department and two in the foreign
languages department. In the area
of social sciences reductions include
one political science position, two anthropology/sociology positions and
three in the School of Education.
In the Math/Computcr Science
Grand Valley's Board of Control
area two reductions result from the
will meet on Friday, Dec. 19, at
elimination of the Emergency Medical
1:00 in the Multi-purpose room of
Services program, and one each in
the Campus Center.
the School of Health Sciences,
The Board is expected to act on
biology, geology, natural resource
President
Lubber’s recommen
management, and physical education
dations for budget cuts.
In
and recreation. The cuts in both
addition, the Board will addresss
political science and natural resources
other issues on the agenda.
management arc held by persons who

cording to Lubbers, the college's
lawyer feels that savings from such a
reduction could easily be offset by
legal fees incurred fighting lawsuits
from those employees who objected
Lubbers said that students who
have questions about the budget
reductions may contact Executive
Assistant to the President Arthur
Mills at extention 224

Departments Sustain Faculty Cuts

Board Will M eet
Friday To Approve
Cuts On Budget

have already submitted resignations
The reductions in William James
College will amount to almost
five full-time faculty positions, includ
ing one open position and one faculty
post in the Urban and Environmental
Studies program. Two full time pos
itions and one part-time position in
the Arts and Media will be cut. In
addition, one faculty post in the
Urban and Environmental Studies pro
gram and one in the Social Relations
program have been voluntarily reduced
from full to half-time. The college
will also cut one clerical position.
There will be no faculty layoffs in
the Seidman College of Business, but
the college will be able to fill only two
of the four currently open positions.
The other two will be cut.
Kirkhof College will lose one
currently unfilled faculty position.
President Lubbers said that tenured
faculty would be among those indivi
duals being laid-off.

Representatives W ant Reagan To N ix Draft

College Drops ‘81 Polish Program
by Becky Burkert
Threats of Soviet intervention in
Poland have dampened the spirits of
Grand Valley students who planned
on going to Krakow as part of the stu
dent exchange program in February.
According to Professor John
Batchelder, director of the program,
the number of prospective studenthas dwindled to five.
Batchelder said that he understands
the students’ hesitation.
“My wife has said that she wouldn’t
allow our daughter to go on this trip
at this time,” Batchelder said.
Presently, the Polish Program i is
unofficially cancelled because of a lack
of students. According to Batchelder,
the program must have 15 students
and currently onlv five have officially
committed themselves.
The lack of student participation
has bothered both Kenneth Zapp,
former director of the program, and
Batchelder. because the program has
bad high participation since its begin
nings in 1976. Both men view the
economic troubles of Poland as the
culprit of student reluctance.
“Professor Batchelder has a long
list of students who have expressed a
desire to go to Poland,” said Zapp. “I
think what has stopped die students is
the alarm that the American media has
inaccurately reported. “
Baxchdde.

agreed about inaccurate reporting but
also added thar a crisis docs exist
in Poland.
But, despite the rumors of Soviet
intervention, Batchelder and Zapp
expressed a desire to continue the
Polish foreign exchange program for
next year and to negotiate a formal
three-vear contract with Rector
Fejfcrik, who is Krakow’s Academy
of Economic’s chief officer.
Currently Grand Valley is held to
an informal three-year contract with
the Academy of Economics in
Krakow, Poland. According to Zapp,

the agreement says that Poland will
send students to Grand Valley and in
return Grand Valley will send stud
ents to the Academy of Economics.
In order to solve the problems of the
informal agreement, both Batchelder
and Zapp met with President Arend
Lubbers Monday.
The result of the meeting was that
contact Rector Fajferik will be con
tacted to negotiate a formal contract
with Grand Valley.
Two earlier
meetings
between
Lubbers and
Fajferik were cancelled because of
internal problems in Poland and
Grand Valley's budget crisis.

will be required to register for possible
military service at their local post
offices within 30 days of their 19th
birthdays.
Hatfield estimates that cancellation
or postponement of registration could
save some $5 million.

M ore Registration Set fo r ‘81
Selective Service (Draft) registra
tion for men born in 1962 will take
place during the week of January 5th,
1981. Males born in 1963 (and later)
should register within thirty days of
their eighteenth birthdays. This is in
continuation of the program begun
last summer, whereby males born in
I960 and 1961 went to post offices
across the nation to fill in the Selective
Service registration form.
The purpose of registration is to
build a pool of names and addresses
from which Selective Service could
draw from in case of a military
emergency. According to Dr. Bernard
D. Rostker, Director of the Selective
Service
System,
"Registration
directly improves our capability to
respond. . . actually reducting lead
time by at least four weeks. We think
that it
provides a significant
advantage, especially when matched
with the very low cost of the registra

Just Sittin ’
Around
The members of the Seyinning 3-D A r t data have revealed
their fantasies hi the Skylight

Sullivan ReviewsM ixed
(CPS)-Recent “report cards” on the
Sullivan Principles-the list of human
rights which many colleges nave adop
ted as their investment guide-have
given the principles only mixed grades
as tools for ending white supremacist
rule in South Africa. But despite a
call from the principles' author for “a
more vigorous approach ” to force
change m South Africa, college admin
istrators apparently plan to stick to
the Sullivan Principles as their invest
ment policy.
Specifically, the Institute for PolicyStudies, in a review of current condit

\

ions in South Africa, recently con
cluded the Sullivan Principles have had
little effect in improving labor condit
ions for non-white workers there.
Rev. Leon H. Sullivan, the Phila
delphia minister and General Motors
board member who wrote the princip
les in 1977, released in October his
own—somewhat more optimistic-re
port of the principles' effect.
The report, compiled by the
Arthur D. Little consulting firm of
Boston, claimed the principle' have

Room and corridors of Lake
Superior Hall. Th e ir life size or
larger

self-portraits

are

con

structed from wood and use four
or more planes.

Soma are fun

ctional; all are decorative and
seam to be suspended in m id
action.
Jim Clover, the 3 -0 A r t in
structor, has explained that this
is an a lig n m e n t dealing with
plana* (the abstract geometrical
kind). It ’s a new experience for
the students, and gives them tbs
freedom to “go real crazy ” with
(photo

continued on page 2

The president-elect, however, has
thus far refused to commit himself
on the issue. In his most recent state
ment about registration, Reagan said,
“ I’ll take a look at it as we come there
(to the White House), but I still
don’t believe in a peacetime draft

I-

by

tion effort.” The direct costs of
registration are less than two dollars
per registrant.
One of the basic underlying
assumptions of the All-Volunteer
Force concept was that the country
should always maintain a stand-by
Selective Service, with an on-going
system of registration. When the draft
was ended in 1972, registration was
continued until suspended in 1975.
Over the next few years, ten capa
bilities of Selective Service steadily
declined to an unacceptable level,
prompting a total revitalization which
began in November 1979.
This program-of which registration
is a part is designed to return the
Selective Service
Svstem to the
readiness level required for an
emergency back-up to our peace time
volunteer armed forces. Other actions
underway include the development of
greatly improved computer support,

unless there's a state of emergency.”
“We just hope lie doer what lie
says he would,” savs Duane Shank
of the Committee Against Registration
and the Draft (CARD), a coalition of
anti-draft groups.
Shank says that CARD is urging
people to write the Reagan-Hush
transition team to urge a pre-inau
guration announcement against regi
stration.
Most anti-draft groups here admit
to being a little worried about
Reagan’s seeming reticence on the
issue. Shank isn’t sure why Reagan
has hesitated reiterating his campaign
pledge. Barry Landau, an anti-draft
attorney with the American Civil
Liberties Union, thinks Reagan is wait
ing because “he wants to get his
facts in line, lie's being politically
cautious.”
Some anti-draft leaders privately
worry Reagan is being influenced
by some defense-minded advisors,
or that Reagan may stay silent until
the U.S. Supreme Court rules whether
or not to include women in the
registration process.
There is supporting evidence (or
both theories.
A strongly-worded pro-registration
statement was recently released by the
Capitol Hill Staff Group, a bi-partisan
continued on page 2
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Lanthorn Editorials

Why Demonstrate?
Two humlrcil students demonstrated in front of the administration
offices last week to call for pay cuts for college employees and to make
sure the college knew that students were watching their actions.
Black students picketed several times last week to protest the elimin
ation of the current Director of Minority Affairs.
In recent years students have demonstrated against the closing of
Thomas Jefferson College anil against the career-orientation of what
used to he the Counseling Center.
It seems that most of the time it doesn’t do any good. The adminis
tration does what it fecis is in the interest of the students, without
heeding the students themselves. Despite the fact that the college is
here for students, administrators continue to have "none of the
right, hut all of the power."
Still, demonstrating does make a difference.

hast year students demonstrated their opposition to a plan to move
the Blues I cstval. The college reconsidered.
A few years earlier, when gates were installed on the parking lots
and college employees had to pay less than students to get in, the
■students demonstrated in a number of ways that this was intolerable.
The gates no longer exist.
In fact, students on Grand Valley's campus used to make their
desires known a lot more than they have in the last few years. Back
then students were heard

Over the last few years though, students have been relatively silent.
Today students are paying for that. The college knows that it can do
virtually anything it wants to without risking any more than a few
isolated complaints- and isolated complaints are very easy to deal
with.

This time, the college did what it wanted to do again. The bureau
cracy, as it often does, served itself instead of the constituency.
Next time, however, top administrators will remember that student
discontent was aired on local television sets four out of five nights
last week.
And Grand Valley administrators ligte bad publicity,

.

. -v

While it is doubtful that news reports of student activism really
hurt the college in any substantial way, the President and his peers
are convinced that it does.
Next time and there will he a next time—students must again
stand together against the burcacracy and voice their concerns. Sooner
or later students will lie heard again.
Demands will probably never be met to the letter, but as long as
students can find their common interests and demonstrate them, they
hold a key to the power that is rightfully theirs.

Editor,
1 feel that a letter is needed to
bring attention to an unfortunate
situation that has arisen on our
campus. 1 am speaking of the mis
use of the newly acquired "giant
TV screen."
The very first time that I
stopped by to enjoy the large TV
screen, 1 found, to my dismay, a
long green dried ice cream splotch
blocking my view. I did a little
investigative reporting, as you
might call it, and found that the
students attending the Ice Cream
Social on the 9th were responsible
for this sad state of affairs.
I am not proposing that the
screen should be taken away to
punish the vandals; however, 1
should like to see the Ice Cream
Social eliminated. After all, the
students don’t seem to be able to
control themselves during activities
such as these.

Also, this remedy helps to per
petuate a Grand Valley traditioneliminating students (in this case,
those attending the Social). We
have a dam few traditions here and
we should keep the few we already
have. Never mind the perpetuation
of one tradition (elimination) at the
expense of others (Blues and Jazz
Eest, alternative colleges, etc.). The
important thing to remember is
that students have to learn not to
rock the boat, even in stormy times
such as these. If they do, they
should be made to become land
lubbers
I realize that there are perhaps
more important issues; but this
vandalism is just another show of
mutiny during a period of de
clining rations. Captain Lubbers
knows how to property steer us to
ward land; and the students have no
choice but to ride out the storm
and hope that the entire crew isn’t
lost in the process.

Sullivan Principles
“become an important force for social
change in South Africa.”
Vet Sullivan himself takes the re
sults of the report with a grain of salt.
Problems with the survey’s method
ology as well as with American firms'
willingness to implement the principles
in their South African facilities have
convinced Sullivan of the need for "a
new tune.”
While not abandoning the princip
les themselves, Sullivan recommends
“there should be no new investments
(by American companies) in South
Ainca. As for U.S. firms already in
the country, they should use their in
fluence to change South Africa, or get
out.”
Sullivan's original idea, first offered
in March, 1977, was to get American
companies doing business in South
Africa to sign a pledge to give blacks
equal employment opportunities, de
segregate their facilities, and train
black workers for upper-level manage
ment jobs, among other principles.
Some 123 firms doing business in
South Africa have signed the pledge,
leaving another 164 American comp
anies still uncommitted, according to
the Arthur D. Little report.
College and university administrat
ors have played a prominent role in
pressuring the companies to committ
themselves to the principles.
The administrators themselves were
responding to on-campus pressure to
divest university stock portfolios of in
vestments in companies that have
South African operations. Partly to
avoid selling those stocks at unprofit
able prices, an estimated 123 schools
opted instead to demand that the
companies commit themselves to the
Sullivan Principles.
The demands
usually carried implicit or explicit
threats that, if the companies didn't
follow the principles, the schools
would sell of the stocks.
The release of the less-than-glowing
report cards, however, has yet to shake
the faith of college administrators con
tacted for this article.
"We would stand by the Sullivan
Principles,” says Richard Smith, a
trustee of Lehigh, which makes accept
ance of the principles a condition of
investing in companies with South
Afrioan operations.
“You can’t expect things to happen
overnight,” he adds.
Smith says that if the university
alters its policy toward the companies
that have signed the principles, "it
would be based on our own judge
ment, not someone else's report.”
The Institute for Policy Studies re
port charges the Sullivan Principles
have been more valuable as a facade
of reform than as an engine of reform.
The Institute found that almost 75
percent of the black workers at Amer
ican firms in South Africa are still con

fined to segregated job categories. An
estimated 25 percent are assigned to
mental work. Almost half the Amer
ican firms there employ no blacks in
managerial or supervisory capacities.
In response, Lawrence Stevens of
Harvard’s Commission on Social Re
sp o n sib ly says, "If a company is not
making progress, we would recom
mend that the company withdraw
from South Africa. If a company is
intransigent, that would be the basis
for our withdrawl from that comp
any.”
Stevens explains that company
would have to be "utterly and com
pletely unwilling to discuss the mat
ter" to be considered "intransigent.”
Uirvyd, which has not officially
demanded that the companies in
which it invests adopt and implement
the Sullivan Principles, is not cur
rently considering withdrawing from
any company, despite the recent re
ports of little progress.
Nor is the University of Illinois,
which in March, 1979 adopted the
Sullivan Principles as its investment
guide. At the same time it threatened
to sell the stock of a company "as a
last resort" when “persistant efforts
to persuade a company to abandon
unethical practices have proved in
effective.”
Earl W. Porter, an Illinois trustee,
says the trustees’ language was delib
erately vague. "We left the door open

I find it appalling that the Dialogue
ministry feels compelled to feed the
students their diluted Chnstianity.
It made me sick to thumb through
that flaccid, flabby version of the Bi
ble. How dare they assume that we
want this piece of trash? The Bible is
a great piece of literature, yet if 1 want
to look at it, I’ll consult a halfway de
cent version.
I also get riled that this Dialogue
ministry assumes that all students are
Christian! How would these people
respond if 1 placed an essay by Madyln
Murray O’Hair in their mailboxes?

intentionally,” he recalls. He personally believes divestiture would be an
“empty moral gesture. If you institu
tionally disassociate yourself, you
wouldn't be able to influence South
Africa.”

The Little study says that 75 percent of the business “units” surveyed
had "non-segregated” facilities, and
that ten Urge South African compan
ies have themselves agreed to imple
ment the principles.

Clear H ooter Expires
Publication of the Clear Hooter
is scheduled to end at the close of the
fall semester. The daily notice sheet
listing events and meetings supple
ments other campus communication
channels such as the regular - monthly
calendar, bulletin boards, The Lanthom, and the Forum.
Designed primarily for resident stu
dents, the Clear Hooter is distributed
on campus while classes are in session.
According to Public Relations Di
rector Jock Bliss, "Discontinuation of
the Clear Hooter will save the institu
tion about $4,000 a year. Because of
personnel and budget cuts, it has
become disproportionately expensive,
particularly in view of of its limited
audience and circulation, and the fact
that this audience has a variety of
other means for obtaining the infor
mation.
“Most members of groups already
have peer sources for finding out
when their interest groups hold
meetings and special events. And, of

course, special events of general
interest require special promotional
efforts.
In any case, our calendar
of events list, the bulletin boards,
the calendar notes and other informa
tion carried in The Lanthorn and the
Forum will continue to provide
reminders of meetings and activities."

Whistlestop Series
To Be Held
After Break
A Whistlestop forum will be held
on Jan. 21, after the holiday break
featuring President Arend Lubbers
and Provost Glenn Niemeyer. The
President and Provost will be
available to talk with students and
to answer questions about program
reductions.
The question and answer session
will be located in the main lounge
of the Campus Center at 12:00.____

Draft Foes
committee of congressional staffers
from key defense panels in both
houses of Congress. The Staff Group's
series of recommendations has been
widely-billed as a working blueprint
for the new administration.
In its draft statement, the group
supported
“registration, including
classification and examination. If re
gistration does ro t produce sufficient
manpower for the armed forces, then
conscription should promptly follow.”
Eduardo Wolle, lobbyist for the
U.S. Student Association, suspects the
statement has broad support among
voting members of Congress. The
suspicion, in combination with
“hawkish and Moral Majority-types
(who) may well put pressure on
Reagan to keep the draft,” makes
Wolle doubtful the president-elect will
reiterate his anti-registration promise
in time to stop January registration.
The ACLU’s Landau, conversely
is “optimistic” that Reagan will dis
continue registration “early in the ad
ministration.”
Shank tends to believe Reagan
will delay any decision on the draft
until the Supreme Court decides
if women should be included in the
registration process.

L A N T H O R N Letters to ths sdltor must includa signature, addrass and phona
numbar of tha writar. Tha addrass and phona aumbar will not ba printad- Tha writar's
nama may ba withhald on requaat, but tha publication of anonymous Isttars is not
ancouragad. Lattars which ara lagibla and of 300 words or lass are most liktly to ba
publiahad. All lattars ara subject to careful condsnsation. Tha Lanthorn rasarvat tha
right to rajset any lattar.

Editor,

from page one

possibility that Grand Valley is only a
temporary phenomenon, one sustained
by careering liberalism and deficit
spending-more perceptive than GVSC
administrators who imagined all this
time that they possessed the immor
tality of Ann Arbor powerbrokers
when all along they were only
Allendale paupers?

On December 1 the Supreme
Court agreed to review a lower court
ruling of last July that struck down
the registration law because it
distinguishes between women and men
without sufficient justification.
The lower court ruling would
have stopped last summer. Registra-

tion of men bom in I960 and 1961,
but U.S. Supreme Court Justice
William Brennan delayed implementa
tion of the Philadelphia court order
pending Supreme Court review of the
issue.
The Supreme Court decision is due
in April, 1981.

Loessin

from page one

one of the leanest college institutions
in this state in comparison to admin
istration,” Loessin said.
Loessin came to Grand Valley in
1969, as Assistant to the President and
the Director of College Planning. He
took a leave of absence for ajjear and
a half taking residency at the Center
for the Study of Higher Education at
the University of Michigan. During
that time he also studied at the Florida
International University. In 1973, he
returned to Grand Valley to act as
Vice-president for Institutional De
velopment.
Prior to his positions at Grand
Valley, Loersin was an assistant pro
fessor at Central College in Pella,
“After this budget cut, Grand Iowa where Lubbers once served as
Valley will be, if not the leanest, the college's president.
future.” He added that he was optim
istic that the momentum generated in
the past years will continue.
Loessin feels that administration
has tried to protect the classroom and
faculty by minimizing the c u b in
Academic Affairs.
He‘"alJb added, “We art very lucky
to have an excellent faculty that has
been very worried about the quality
of their programs.”
Loessin shrugs off the suggestion
that the discontinuation of his posi
tion upholds the concept of "too
many chiefs and not enough indians.”
"That claim is better as a slogan
than a fact," he says.

tunately, the economic realignment
that is forcing many staff persons and
students to the lifeboats marks a new
reality for this state (and eventually
the country) which has come to stay.
In an age of abundance, material
items are often mistaken as signs of
greatness. In an age of scarcity, only
qualities which are universal and
eternal serve to distinguish a person's
character.
Let us hope that this faculty and
administration will be able to discern
these two choices and save. those
programs and positions which supply
the latter.

Editor,
I would like to thank the Dialogue
Ministry for their Christmas gift of the
New International Version (NIV) of
the Bible.
The NIV is presently the most
accurate version, written in the lan
guage of today by scholars from many
different countries and denominationi.
These scholars translated the oldest
known manuscripts of the Bible in
order to write the NIV version.
I feel this great piece of literature
will be vastly appreciated by many
during this Christmas season.

Sincerely,
Rober D. Scholten, Alumnus

Jill Prince
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If GVSC is a house of straw then it
was ludicrous to suppose that it could
have supported for very long such
luxuries as a Performing Arts pro
gram, a Thomas Jefferson College,
an International Studies Center, or, for
that matter, more than a handful of
expensive vice-presidents.
The savagery with which the ad
Heather Fox ministration has tackled the current
fiscal embarrassment seems to in
P.S. By the way, who pick* up the timate that they are defending more
tab for all the paper used in these little than their jobs. They may be hoping
missions of mercy? I certainly hope to fend o ff the demise of the entire
our overtaxed school does not!
institution. (The reasons for driving
even the 1$ minutes from Grand
Rapids to campus are growing fewer
Editor,
by the semester).
1 do not envy them. Regardless of
There is a wise saying in this their intentions, they will be remem
country that goes like this: "Where bered as murderers simply because
Burger King and McDonald's go, they officiated at the burials. More
prosperity is sure tc follow." I have tr^ically, the energy they should now
came to the conclusion that the ex be using to find creative solutions to
ceptional lack of these accomodating rhw dilemma will probably be diverted
msrituuons around the fringe of
to saving their own careers.
GVSCs campus speaks eloquently of
A big ship like GVSC doesn't sink
the college’s future.
Could k be that these investors and overnight. Neither docs k sink as a
franchisers were more cognizant of the result of superficial injuries. Unfor

from page one
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Lennon Lived For Love

One Thing Or Another
by Darlene Johnson

Santa Says Image Prostituted?
Is Santa Claus being prostituted?
In a recent exclusive interview with Nicholas "Santa" Claus, the patron
saint of Christmas alleged that the Madison Avenue usage of his name and
image to endorse everything from muzak blaring mall displays to one-yearand-out blinking bulbs is "a crass and insane whorism” of the character.
Making his livelihood in the North Pole with his wife and about 600
elves from Manpower--"They work for Keebler Cookies in the 'off sea
son,' ’’ he added as a side note-Claus was oblivious to the goings-on of
the media ui.til he paid an inventory visit to a JC Penny’s in Kentwood’s
Woodland Mall. "There was this area set aside called 'Santa’s Workshop,’
and inside they had all these gaudy little animated dolls dressed in sissy
tights riding around on reindeer, and this ridiculous-looking irr poster
perched on a throne with a pillow stuffed up bis coat. I ne real purpose
of the display wasn't to familiarize kids with my operation; it was to sell
decorations and toys. We don’t really have workshops made of ginger
bread; the Board of Health won’t allow i t . . ."
“ 1 don't mind the publicity, but my objection to the whole mess is if
they’re going to start a tradition, which is what I guess they tried to do
when they found out that parents couldn’t handle explaining to their kids
the meaning of that 'virgin-having-a-baby' story, they shouldn’t try to
capitalize on it. So far, all I've been used for is commercial ventures.”
Claus went on to air his grievances to the Chief Executive of the Adver
tising Council, Powers Thatbc, who in turn pointed to other holliday
figures such as stuffed Easter Bunnies delivering M & M’s, plastic Jesus'
strewn on suburban front lawns, and even turkeys selling themselves on
the corners of Women’s Day magazine ads.
“ I feel like a walking storyboard for a 30-second Norelco Shaver spot,”
said the irate Claus.
Thatbe, however, apparently viewed Santa Claus and his purpose quite
differently. "There's nothing wrong with cashing in on the gullibility of
the human heart and their VISA cards. You have to exploit something to
make it known, and besides, we aren't mcnchandising the spirit of giving
or love-all wc care about is buying.”
Despite the fact that his complaints have had no effect on the thou
sands of Santalands around the country, Claus is not quite ready to throw
in the Christmas dishtowcl yet. “I’m looking for feedback from humanity.
If they don’t even care, then bah, humbug!”

E V E N M A D IS O N A V E N U E has forced Santa to stand alone on the
corner of tradition and modern commercialism (photo by John S.
Wanat).

Recreation Plans A Variety
O f Events For Next Semester
by J ill Prince

D IC K M IC H IG A N

(photo courtesy Patrick M cLaughlin)

Michigan’s Nicknames
Are Varied As His Work
by Nancy Daugherty
The only insight that the show
“Aliasades” requires of its viewers
is that they engage their senses and in
dulge their imaginations in this mixed
media escapade. Dick Michigan, alias
Richard Storey, is exhibiting prl'ts,
drawings, weavings, and a video show
at the CC Art Gallery beginning
Friday, Dec. 12. Just as his various
nicknames denote different aspects of
'Michigan's sometimes idosyncratic
personality, “ Aliasades" depicts differ
ent creative forces th'ough which
Michigan identifies himself as an indi
vidual.
Spontaneity is an important aspect
of Michigan’s art, for he utilizes
“found objects" and is “open to
accidents that affect my process.
The found objects he employs range
from billboards and album jackets
for his weavings to furnace filter grids
and junkyard rejects. He maxes use of
• what is at hand, stating, “ Rather than
creating problems to develop art work,
I like to look at it in terms of making
use of opportunities.’
Michigan’s prints and drawings
make use o f abstract designs and
patterns. He urges people to use their
imagination, and all o f his vorks are
in-tided so that people can "deal
direedy with the piece." “You don’t
need a guide," he adds. He feds that
the artist's intention is not as im, oc
tant as one s own imagination. Mich
igan wants the viewer to be involved
p i his art as an individual, not F-*t **
an observerMs weavings are meant to be
viewed from a distance, and are via

ble to all in his "outdoor installation."
A large weaving is exhibited on the
Zumbcrgc Library wall, and another
hangs in the Campus Center main
hall.
These hangings are massive
projects which required the LAT
stage for the weaving. Michigan has
previously exhibited large scale out
door installations in Grand Rapids,
under the Arts Council of Greater
Grand Rapids, and in Hcrpolshiemers,
where he displayed s 21 x 36 foot
weaving in the world's largest display
window.
The artist's video show, which he
mysteriously refers to as a "works
in progress,” began as an “unsaid
process” with which he had to deal.
It is a collaborative effort with dance
instructor Christine Loizeaux, her
choreography class, and cameraman
and technical director Randy Visser.
Of his art show, Dick Michigan
initially stated, “ Basically. I would
like to thank all people who made
this possible.” The very name “ Alias
ades” came “from friends, how they
deal with me and my artwork.”
Michigan has been a part time
student since ’78. He is taking courses
“for personal development, not a
degree-looking for persons to teach
things in a way I can receive informa
tion.” A true western Michigander,
born in the “Hand O' God” state, he
has had mlny previous occupations,
from butcher and lumberjack to house
painter and commercial printer.
Above all. Michigan considers him
self an expertinenter-open to Inspira
tion and new. nsethods-and always
enjoyi what he's doing: “An is fun;
I like to have a good time wutut-"

If you went to the 2nd Annual
Ice Cream Social Tuesday, December 9
and helped eat the 39 gallons of ice
cream with strawberry, chocolate, or
butterscotch topping, nuts, whipped
cream, and cherries while listening to
the Grand Valley Jazz Band you have
the Student Senate Recreation Com
mittee to thank.
This semester there were eight
members on the Committee, and
although not each of the members
will be returning next semester, all
have worked to rebuild the committee
and plan activities for next semester.
Said Andrea Smith, Chairperson, "we
have a really good committee this
year . . . Ret. Committee in the past
has been a very weak committee; I
tli.nk it’s improved a lot.”
Although there will not be a
Winter Carnival or a Srudcnt Life
Week, Recreation hopes to take some
of the ideas from each and carry them
out through the various activities
during the year.
The Ice Cream
Social was the beginning of their
activities, following arc some of the
other programs which are being organ
ized.
Jogging trail maps which can also
he used for cross country skiing arc
being printed. Stude.its can look for
these shortly after Christmas Break.
These maps are being provided, ac
cording m Smith, "So people have
alternative places to run other than the
roads. There seems to be a large popu
larity in jogging these days, and people
just don’t know where to run on
Grand Valley’s Campus except 'The
Loop’ where you have to constantly
battle against traffic Wc want to have
it in an aesthetic environment."
An Aerobic Dance class is in the

It’* been over a week since the ruthless killing of John Lennon, song
writer extraordinaire of the Beatles once the most popular rock hand in
the world. Now I’m not going to bore you with details surrounding the
reasons why I-ennon was shot. Besides, I’m sure you've read countless
stories of that fatefull day already this week, and the whole affair is
so senseless and painful that I don’t want to elaborate on it.
Instead, I want to shine a light on the thoughts and ideals of John
Lennon. Without a doubt, the Beatles could have never been as popular
without Lennon's music input, l^nnon wrote the hulk of the philosoph
ical side of the group.
With Paul McCartney as the group's only writer, the Beatles would have
been a straightforward pop band. Lennon, instead, added lyrics into his
music that would make you think, lie wrote of peace and love ail the
time, so it goes without saying that John Lennon was a very peace loving
man.
He believed in humanity as a thing of bcaury, something that should
always be cherished. For example, listen to the classic tunc "Imagine.”
Musically, it’s exceptional. Like McCartney. Ixrnnon could always write
catchy melodics, yet the metaphors of “Imagine" talk of how fantasticlife could he if its events were totally oblivious to evil and hatred Peace,
love and joy were looked upon as something that can be obtained by all
of humanity. Lennon was always a positive thinker, believing that all one
has to do is "try ”
And try he did, for it was Lennon along with McCartney who shaped
the whole culture of the sixties and seventies through their inventive
songwriting
Musically, these two guys went where nobody else had
dared to go at the time. Always experimenting with new ideas in words
and sounds, tfccy helped to determine rock music as it is today Without
the Beatles, the whole sound of today's music would be Completely,
different.
Who knows? Perhaps good rock music may have never existed without
their contributions. One thing is certain, the Beatles would've never
been as famous without John Lennon.
Today, even though the Beatles have broken up, their music still reson
ates in everyone's heads. Who could ever forget their melodies? When you
go to the dentist or even tune in on "WOOD” radio, you can still hear
overly-orchestrated and “muzak" versions of "Yesterday” and "Let It
Bje." You sec, even ti.c “older folks” have reaped the listening pleasure
benefits of the Beatles.
Musically, Lennon was unbelievable, hut it was his ideas anil opinions
on humanity that put him on everyone’s list of being one of the world’s
must respected persons. When the world was being tormented by the
war in Vietnam, it was l-ennon who openly voiced his anti war opinions
loudly and clearly. At times, it was felt that perhaps Lennon talked too
much, but still his every word was carefully listened to Young people
from all over the World looked up to him hack then, and today people of
all ages still realize the full impact he has had on modern culture in the
past seventeen years.
John Lennon was a genius. Let me rephrase that 1-cnnon is a genius.
He will always be with us in heart and soul. John Lennon is a big part of
everyone’s lives. He touched many.
Yes, John Lennon lived for love. You can, too.

Pardon Us,

process of being organized; “We hope
to hire two Grand Valley students
to teach this as an internship,” said
Smith. There will also be a small fee
“to give people an insentive to come
to this class. If people know they’ve
paid for it, they’ll go.”
An article concerning the Shadow
The Recreation Committee has also
in the past provided the Laker Spirit Dancers in the Dec. 11 edition of the
Club with footballs and pins from the Lanthorn incorrectly stated that the
Grand Valley Bookstore, but it has Dancers had been to the Alladin Hotel
now become too expensive. In order in Las Vegas to perform. In actuality,
to save money, they will be buying the group will he performing in Jan
novelty frisbecs in mass quantities uary, but were in Las Vegas previously
with "Grand Valley State Colleges, for reasons other than business.
given by the Recreation Committee"
Also, in reference to past group
printed on them. They will he given
names,
the Dancers were earlier known
to the Laker Spirit Club to throw to
the crowds in time for the basketball as the Commodore Dance Troupe; not
the Commodores as printed in the
games.
Other projects they hope to pro article.
vide arc broom ball contests if they
We regret any inconvience this error
can reinstate the ice skating pond,
downhill and cross country ski races may have caused the Shadow Dancers
if Grand Valley gets enough snow, or readers.
snow sculpture contests, and they
would like to organize a group to clean
up the fitness trail.
Said Smith, “We want to give stu
dents some good memories while
they’re on campus.”
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Defense Sparkles A s Cagers Slip B y W ayne
by Fred Garrett

_

ED MOULTRIE SOARS high for two of his thirteen points (photo by
Sue Kazlawl.

Injuries Prevail

i

In the meantime, the Lakers were
streaking to an 11-4 advantage, with
Grand Valley's streak waj on the one of the first buckets on a dunk by
line.
Not their two game losing Jim Olesnavage after a steal. The
streak acquired due to successive lead extended to eleven points as Ed
losses to Central and Western Mich Moultrie canned a jumper and John
igan, but the more notable winning Kendzicky tipped in a missed shot.
With just over eight minutes re
streak of 20 victories on the hardwood
maining, the lead appeared threatened,
of the Gerald R. Ford Ficldhouse
Whatever mystic quality that exists as Grand Valley threw away two
However, Wayne faded to
in the walls of Ford, it was present passes.
once again as Grand Vaiiey squeaked capitalize, and an Olesnavage bucket
out a 70-67 victory over Wayne State upped the lead to 26-11
University, Thursday.
The game of giveaway continued
“It was a good victory for us,
especially in light of the fact that and the Tartars' Grady Wicker hit two
it was a league game,” said Tom soft jumpers after successive turn
Villemure.
overs to bring Wayne to within ten.
The Lakers exhibited an unyicld
30 20.
ing defense that varied from a one
With 2 44 to go in the half, Jim
two-two zone, and a ball hawking man Olesnavage failed to gain control of
on man defense. Explained third year a misthrown ball and Wayne again
player Gene Reitz, "When the ball is scored, to pull within eight.
on the wing or up top, it is picked up
The Tartars closed the gap more as
man to man, and when it is inside or Wicker swished a 15 footer, and the
baseline wc drop back into a zone.”
Lakers' once fifteen point lead .was
Wayne’s Tartars were obviously now four.
confused; probing for an opening and
not finding any. In one two minute
stretch they attempted only two
ficldgoals.

The Grand Valley defense seemed
to end the threat on a blocked shot
by Moultrie, but the Lakers turned

the ball over again on a charging call.
Wicker came through for Wayne once
more, scoring a fieldgoal as the sec
onds ticked off of the clock, and the
firsr half ended with the Lakers
leading 30-26.

Wayne tied the score at 32 32
shortly into the second half, but
Moultrie scored off of a brilliant
assist from Vince Vogg
Grand Valley scored after two
straight Olesnavage steals and then
widened the lead after consecutive
Reitz assists, 44-36
Wicker then
went to work, lofting a soft jumper
and then losing a Laker defender on a
fast break. Grand Valley’s Iim Moore
prevented another Wicker bucket
when the Laker fouled him after a
Wayne State steal, but the Tartars
tied the score at 50-50 on their next
possession
A Moultrie freethrow
and Olesnavage basket kept the
Tartars at bay.
Chris Chadwick put in a missed
shot and Moultrie hit on a fade away
jump shot and tlw: Lakers seemed to
regtin command.

Wayne remained close on the
strength of their freethrowi, and
moved to within five, 64-59, with five
minutes to play.
Two turnovers by the Lakers failed
to change the score, and Grand Valley
spread out the offense in an attempt
to use up time. Kendzicky scored on
a lay-up, and Bob Stahle put in both
ends of a one-on-one freethrow to
make the score 68-6 3.
The l.akcr coaching staff erupted
when a jump ball was won by Wayne
with the score 68-67 with 37 seconds
remaining. The referee failed to sec a
Wayne player who moved before the
toss. The ball went through a Laker
player's hands and Wayne controlled
the tip.
The defense came through again,
forcing Wicker to take too many
steps with six seconds left in the
game giving the ball to the Lakers.
Vince Vogg was fouled immediately
as he dribbled up court, and then
lie calmly converted both frccthrows
to put the game on ice.
Olesnavage led the Lakers with
15 points. Moultrie ended the game
with 13 and Kendzicky had 13 also.

W restlers Take Fourth
by Roy Tinsley
Grand Valley wrestling Coach Jim
Scott escorted his l.akcr matmen to
Muskegon, Saturday, for the Muske
gon Open wrcttling tournament. A
total of nine teams were on hand,
pitting some fine wrestlers from across
the state against the Laker squad.
Indiana State University walked away
with tlic winning trophy totalling up
86 points, giving them a seven point
lead over second place Central Michi
gan. Grand Valley fell behind Muske
gon by just 4 Vi points, taking a strong
fourth place. Ferris State was the
only team to finish anywhere near the
top four, as they garnered up 38
points, to put themselves in fifth
position for the afternoon.
The Laker grapplcrs were missing
three men from the line-up; 118
pound Junior All American Jeff
Henderson is still out with an ankle
injury. He hopes to be hack in time
for the Midlands Wrestling Champion
ships in Evanston, Illinois.
Mean
while, the 167 and 177 pound weight
classes were vacant this week also due
to Laker injuries.
Joe Chase was able to walk away
with a silver medal, and second place
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CLASSIHEDS
Jim -A s the sun sets each day, I think
I couldn't possibly love you more. As
the sun rises, I know I do. Merry
Christma', sweatheart. Love, Teresa
To: Kathy and Michele: Roses are
red, Violets are blue, ! don't know
any girls as sweet as you. Merry
x-mas. Love, Gene
Merry Christmas to the best model
•rid darkroom assistant there ever
was Love, Carl
Due to the recent demise of
the C L E A R H O O T E R , Th e
Lanthorn has agreed to expand
the "W hat's Happen.ng" col
umn.
Announcements should be
doublespaced end typed and
sent at least tw o weeks in ad
vance to Th e Lanthorn,
Commercial announcements
w ill n o t be accepted, except as
classified ads.
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honors, winning all but one match
Saturday. Chase has lost only five
times this season, three of which
he suffered in the Michigan State
tournament, under very tough compe
tition. Junior Bill Rugcnstcin finished
third in his third meet of the season.
All American Junior, Dorr Granger,
came home with third place honors
while Brian Smith, wrestling up one
weight finished second. “Smith and
Granger have both been wrestling at by Sue Shaub
134 but will be separating in terms
of weight class,” stated Coach Scott.
The women's basketball team is
They have been wrestling at the same young and inexperienced, hut thev
weight since the beginning of the played like “old" pros in their season
year, but, says Scott, “Wc don’t want opener as they whipped Calvin College
them wrestling each other for first 70-63.
team, and then have to leave one of
“I was very pleased with our de
them home.”
fense, especially in the first half,” said
The Lakers meet just two days Coach Pat Baker.
after Christmas for a tournament
The women held Calvin College’s
in Evanston, Illinois, Dec. 27 and 6-3 center, Deb Boonstra, to only
28
three shots in the first half, while
Grand Valley had three girls who
They then travel to Sault Ste.
scored in double figures. Sophomore
Marie on January 10 for a dual meet
Chris Wolter pumped in 28 points for
with Lake Superior State and Oakland
the Lakers with many of them being
University. “We’re looking forward
baseline bombers.
Mary Lenhard
to that one,” says Coach Scott. "Lake
scored well with 16 points, and Del)
Superior State is really looking good
Mast also added to the scoring attack
this year.”
with 10 points. Coach Baker was
very pleased with freshman center
Martha
Schmitt's
performance.
"Martha had eight points and 10 re
bounds in her first game as a freshman,
and did a good job guarding Boonstra
in the middle.”
Baker felt a key to the victory was
the fact that the Lakers out-rebounded
Calvin 43-35, even though Grand Val
ley was at a height disadvantage.
Baker was also pleased with the team's
press and their balanced scoring. Tlic
third year coach, however, thought
the game shouldn’t have been as close
as it was. "We committed 30 turn
overs and at one time built an 11 point
lead, then turned the ball over seven
times in a row. We should have had a
20 point lead."
The women’s second game of the
season was a different story. Grand
Valley again wore the shoes of being
the younger, inexperienced team, but
this time they kept them on. Defend
ing Conference Champion Wayne
State has a mature, strong, team
and started two seniors, two juniors

Women’s Basketball Squad Wins Opener 70-63;
But Shows Inexperience In Loss Against Wayne

*»

and one freshman, in contrast to
Grand Valley, who started two first
year players, two second year players,
and only one third year player. Wayne
State's game, previous to the one
against the Laker squad was against
the University of Detroit, the num
ber one ranked team in the State.
Wayne State beat the U. of D. as
well as handling Grand Valley, by a
score of 83-52.
"I was pleased with the first ten
minutes of the game. Wc really played
well and 1 thought we had a chance,
then the bottom fell out, and we just
couldn't shoot,” said Baker.
Wayne State outshot Grand Valley
93 times to their 56.

"You can’t win a game when you
only shoot 56 times and they shoot
93,” said Baker.
Other problems that hampered the
Lakers were turnovers and Wayne
State senior Monica Thomas. Grand
Valley committed 36 turnovers, while
Thomas canned 25 points and pulled
down 11 rebounds.
“Thomas was unstoppable. She’s
5 11 and plays like she’s 6-3. She
is an excellent player and her exper
ience hurt us,” commented Baker.
The turnovers were mainly due to
a very physical press which Wayne
used the whole game. According to
Baker, the officials were very strict
on contact in the first games but

weren’t in the second, which her squad
had trouble adjusting to.
Grand Valley again had three girls
in double figuresMarth Schmitt
continued to improve with a solid
game, and 13 points plus 10 rebounds.
Chris Wolter and Nancy Edick each
had 10 points.
The team’s next game will be
against Lake Superior on Saturday,
Dec. 20, at 2:00 p.m. It will be held
at Allendale High School. Michigan
State's basketball squad comes to
Grand Valley on the 23rd of Decem
ber and that game will also be held at
Allendale High School at 2:00 p.m.
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